ASSEMBLY

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS / SOLUTIONS
1
2

1-- UV Fixture
2 - Sensors

3

3-- UV Lights and

Problem

Reason

Solution

The product
does not lie
flat

The floor of the product
may not be level.

Level the floor where the feet of
the product stand. Change the
location of the product.

The product is The product's power cord
not working
might not be connected.

Make sure the power cord is
plugged in and the line is powered.

The product is Bulb may not be attached
not working

Install the product's bulb. The
bulb may not fit in the holder.
Insert bulb in holder

The product is The opening button next
not working
to the product may be
closed.

Turn on the release button on the
side of the product.

Protection Wire
4 - Telescopic Tube Top
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5 - Telescopic Tube Bottom
6-- Foot
7 - Time Setting Relay
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8 - Insurance
9 - Power Button

6

10- Electric Cable

7
9

8

360

The product is The product may not work The product does not work with
not working
because there are people people. Place a mobile phone in
inside.
the environment where the product is located, and check it with
a camera check.
The product is The product may not be
not working
receiving electricity.

It should be checked by the technical service whether electricity is
coming to the product.

The product is The fuse located near the
not working
on-off button of the product may have blown.

If the fuse in the product for safety purposes is blown due to
excessive electric current, it may
need to be replaced.

The product is Presence sensors may be Check the settings of presence
not working
disabled
sensors. Presence sensors must
be enabled.
ASSEMBLE
1- Open the box. Do not damage or throw the box. You will need it
when you repack, transport, store or send the box back to the service.
2– First, plug the cables into their sockets. Attach the screws of the foot
to the lower part of the telescopic tube (part 6 and 7).
3– First, install the Sockets. Then hook the telescopic pipes together.
(Parts 4 and 5.)
4- Do not touch the bulb of the product with bare hands.
5– Connect the power cable to the product. Make sure that the power
switch is in the off / off position.
6- Make sure that the product is on a flat surface and its feet are firmly
on the ground.
7 - Make sure that there are no people or other living creatures in the
environment where you will operate the product.
8– You can use the product.
DISASSEMBLY
1-Make sure that the product is off / off.
2- Unplug the product's power cord from the electrical outlet.
3 - Dismantle the product in the reverse order of the installation process.
4– Place the product with its foam in the box.
5– Do not touch the bulb of the product with bare hands.
6 - You can wipe the reflective part of the product with a dry fiber cloth.

The product is The adapter that mananot working
ges the bulb of the product may be broken.

If this adapter is broken, it may
need to be replaced.

The product is There may be a loose
not working
contact in the connection
cables inside the product.

Connection cables in the product
must be checked.

The product is Presence detector may
not working
be broken

Presence detector replacement
required

The product is The bulb may have comp- Replace the 9000-hour bulb.
not working
leted its life.
The product is The lamp may be damanot working
ged or burst.

Replace with new one

The product is Time relay settings may
not working
not be made or may be
made incorrectly.

Time relay settings should be
checked and made.

The product is Timer settings may be
not working
made incorrectly.

Time relay settings need to be
made.
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GENERAL
ABOUT USER MANUAL
We appreciate you for purchasing HTL SUN UVGI product that will serve
you safely for many years.
This User manual has been prepared for you to get the best performance
from the product you have bought. Please read the user manual carefully
before using the product. Keep this manual in a safe place for future use.
Responsibilty
Our company is not responsible for any situation caused by noncompliance with the instructions in the user manual or misuse.

RECYCLING
Your product is made from materials suitable for recycling. After the end
of its life, throw your product in the metal items section for recycling. Be
careful that your product is carried in its original box or in a suitable box.

SECURITY
Area of Use:
The product model is ceiling and wall type, elevator and cabin type. The
places of use are produced for use in areas such as homes, offices,
workplaces, hotels, schools and hospitals. The product is designed to kill
germs such as viruses, bacteria, mold, fungus in the environment with
UVGI (Ultraviolet) light. It does not clean germs on humans and living
things. It only cleans viruses in indoor environments. Our product has
been tested to kill the Coronavirus in a laboratory environment.

SECURITY
--If a person or a pet enters the environment while the device is working, the
device will detect it with its sensors and turn off.
-If you do not want the device to work continuously or if you are inactive for a
long time while the device is on, turn the device to the off position from the on /
off button.
- Before using the product and carefully read the user manual you have kept for
the future.
- Do not repair the product yourself. Please contact the authorized company.
Do not add or subtract from the product.
"3M 2742 PC AS / AF" protective goggles should be used when the device
needs to be observed while working.
- Do not use the product out of its purpose. Never use the product outdoors,
under rain and water, in water.
-Do not drop the product, do not hit it, do not put any load on it.
ATTENTION ! In case of accident or injury, call first aid.
The seller firm is the firm written on the invoice.

WARRANTY CERTIFICATE
Manufacturer Company:

Seller Company:

Title: HTL TEKNOELEKTROMEKANIK MUHENDISLIK SAN. TİC.
A.Ş.
Adres: Tepeören ITOSB Mah. 7.
Cad. No:10 34959 Tuzla / ISTANBUL
Phone: 0216 504 02 09

Adres:

Phone:

Fax: 0216 504 0207
Web: www.htl.com.tr

Fax:

Web:

Signature of the official:

Signature of the official:

Company Stamp:

Company Stamp:

DO NOT LOOK WITH A BARE EYE WHILE THE DEVICE IS RUNNING
-When using the product, do not cover it or cover it with any object.
-The device must be mounted in accordance with the assembly instructions. Installation of the device must be done by authorized persons.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

- Make the electrical connection of the device. Turn the on-off switch to
the on position.
- Leave the environment where the device will operate.
-The device will detect it with sensors after you leave the environment
and will start to work after a certain period of time. It will give a sound
warning for the first 30 seconds.
-If a living enters the environment, the device will detect it, reset the time
settings, and work again when the environment is left.

Type : UV STERILIZATOR

Warranty Period : 2 (Two) Years

Brand: HTL SUN UVGI

Longest repair time: 30 (thirty)
Days

Model:

Bandrol and Serial Number:
The seller firm is the firm written on the invoice.

WARRANTY CONDITIONS
1-The warranty period starts from the delivery of the goods and is
two (2) years. This period cannot be less than two years.
2- The entire product, including all its parts, is under warranty.
3 - If it is understood that the good is defective, the consumer shall
be subject to Article 11 of the Law No. 6502 on the Protection of
the Consumer.
a) Cancellation from the contract,
b) Requesting a discount from the sales price,
c) To ask for free repair,
d) Requesting to be replaced with an equal number of products
sold without any defects
4 - In the event that the consumer chooses the right to repair free
of charge from these rights, the seller is obliged to repair or have
the product repaired without any charge under the name of labor
cost, replacement part price or any other name. The consumer can
also use his free repair right against the manufacturer or importer.
The seller is responsible for the use of this right by the manufacturer and importer consumer.
5- 5-If the consumer uses his free repair right;
re-malfunctions within the warranty period,
- Exceeding the maximum period required for repair,
- if it is determined by the authorized service station, seller, manufacturer or importer that the repair is not possible with a report.
The consumer can request the return of the goods, a discount at
the rate of defects or, if possible, the replacement of the goods with
the amount without defects. The seller cannot refuse the consumer's request. If this request is not fulfilled, the seller, manufacturer
and importer are jointly responsible.
6- The repair period of the product cannot exceed 20 working days.
This period starts on the date of the notification of the defect to the
authorized service station or seller within the warranty period or
from the date of delivery to the authorized service station if the
product is out of the warranty period. If the malfunction of the product is not repaired within 10 working days, the manufacturer or
importer is obliged to allocate another product with similar characteristics to the use of the consumer until the repair of the product is
completed. In case of malfunction of the product within the warranty period, the time spent in repair is added to the warranty period.
7-Malfunctions resulting from the use of the product contrary to the
matters contained in the user manual are not covered by the warranty.
8-The consumer can apply to the Consumer Arbitration Committee
or to the Consumer Courts in the place where the settlement is
located or where the consumer transaction is made in the case of
disputes that may arise regarding the use of his rights arising from
the guarantee.
9-If this warranty certificate is not given by the seller, the consumer
can apply to the Ministry of Customs and Trade, General Directorate of Consumer Protection and Market Surveillance.
SERVICE: You can call our company line 0216 504 02 09 for service or create a service application record from our company website. You can reach our authorized service list on our company website.

